The redesigned Little Tripper is a portable catwalk for pick up and lay down of pipe. It efficiently delivers tubulars to the rig floor and back on well service and land rigs. Since the versatile Little Tripper can accommodate working platforms from 4’ to 40’, it can be used in traditional operations for well servicing, casing and tubing running services and in snubbing assisted completions in shale drill-outs and workovers.

The Little Tripper is available in both trailer mounted and skid mounted versions and can handle range 1, 2 or 3 tubulars. Either version can be set up and ready to operate in minutes.

**STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:**

- Standard on-board hydraulic controls with one wired (100’) remote control unit
- Robust adjustable delivery height system
- Self- contained, integrated Tier 4 diesel HPU
- Trough skate to push and receive tubulars along the full length of the trough
- 1 each 10’ extension (28’ trough height)
- Interlocked trough kickers to prevent inadvertent operation when the trough is away from the home position
- Hydraulically synchronized indexers and kickers
- Hydraulically deployed stabilizing system
- Three work lights
- Quick exchange interlocking trough extensions
OPTIONAL FEATURES:
- Wireless controller
- Additional 10’ trough extension (to reach 33’)
- Extended reach to 40’
- Cold weather operations package
- Cold weather storage Package
- Desert package
- **Power Swivel Assist Feature** - Includes controls integration of a mechanical arm to provide backup to the power swivel facilitating thread makeup in the trough.
  - Eliminates the need for power tongs
  - Safely provides friction backup removing personnel from harms way
  - Field Adaptable to driller’s or off driller’s Side
  - Controlled from operator’s remote or from valve bank

BENEFITS:
- Moves critical operations personnel safely away from all hazard zones
- Field configurable to fit any installation from 4’ - 40’ delivery requirement
- Accommodates all heights of pipe racks including stacked rows
- Requires no rig power or structural interface
- Does not require a v-door
- Can deliver tubulars up to 45’ in length

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
- Diesel Power Unit: Tier 4 Kubota 43.7 HP
- Lift capacity Size (Max): 13 3/8”
- Lift Capacity Weight: 3,600 lbs (1,800 lbs with 10’ extension, 1,000 lbs with 20’ extension)
- Tubular Trough Kickers: 2 in each direction hydraulically synchronized
- Cycle Time: Approx 25 Seconds
- Dual Tandem Wheels: 10,000 lbs each
- Brakes: Electric
- Work Lights: Included
- Tow Vehicle Compatibility: Available in 5th wheel or Gooseneck
Our goal is to become the leading provider of mission critical oilfield products and related services in terms of customer satisfaction, safety and financial performance.

Our experienced management team and employees are dedicated to solving our customers’ problems. We invest in long term relationships and cooperate on product development with our clients, we consider them our partners.

Our Core Values

No one gets hurt
The safety of our employees and customers is our first priority coupled with a healthy respect for the environment.

Integrity
In everything we do, in every interaction, both internally and externally, we strive to operate with the utmost integrity and mutual respect.

Customer focused
Our products enhance our customer’s performance and we listen to their needs and work with them to solve their challenges.

Good place to work
We are committed to creating a workplace that fosters innovation, teamwork and pride. Every team member is integral to our success and is treated equally and fairly.